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Effect of two behavioural ‘nudging’ interventions on choice of
management options for low back pain: A randomised vignettebased study in general practitioners
Abstract
Objective: ‘Nudges’ are subtle cognitive cues thought to influence behaviour. We
investigated whether embedding nudges in a general practitioner (GP) clinical decision
support display can reduce choice of low-value management options.
Methods: Australian GPs completed four clinical vignettes of patients with low back pain.
Participants chose from three guideline-concordant and three guideline-discordant (lowvalue) management options for each vignette, on a computer screen. A 2x2 factorial design
randomised participants to two possible nudge interventions: ‘partition display’ nudge (lowvalue options presented horizontally, high value options listed vertically), or ‘default option’
nudge (high-value options presented as the default, low-value options presented only after
clicking for more). The primary outcome was the proportion of scenarios where practitioners
chose at least one of the low-value care options.
Results: 120 general practitioners (72% male, 28% female) completed the trial (n=480
vignettes). Participants using a conventional menu display without nudges chose at least
one low-value care option in 42% of scenarios. Participants exposed to the default option
nudge were 44% less likely to choose at least one low-value care option (odds ratio [OR]
0.56, 95% CI 0·37 to 0.85; p=0·006) compared to those not exposed. The partition display
nudge had no effect on choice of low-value care (OR 1.08, 95% CI 0·72 to 1.64; p=0.7).
There was no interaction between the nudges (OR 0.94, 95% CI 0·41 to 2.15; p=0·89).
Interpretation: A default option nudge reduced the odds that a GP will choose low-value
options for low back pain in clinical vignettes. Embedding high value options as defaults in
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clinical decision support tools could improve quality of care. More research is needed into
how nudges impact clinical decision-making in different contexts.
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INTRODUCTION
Low-value care is healthcare that provides little or no benefit, may cause patient harm, or
yields marginal benefits at a disproportionately high cost.1 This is increasingly recognised as
a worldwide problem.2 3
Current diagnosis and management of low back pain provides compelling examples of lowvalue care. Recent research shows that clinical mismanagement of low back pain is an
international problem, including in low, middle and high income countries.4 Imaging of acute
low back pain, for example, does not sensibly inform management,5 and is associated with
harms,6 yet a survey of Australian general practitioners (GP) found low back pain imaging
was ordered in 25% of consultations.7 Trends in analgesic medicine prescribing for low back
pain are worsening; one Australian study found that between 2004 and 2014, GPs were
prescribing increasing amounts of guideline-discordant complex medicines including opioids
and fewer guideline-concordant medicines (e.g. non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs).8
Traditional knowledge translation tools such as clinical education about current guidelines
are one means of changing clinical behaviour to reduce low-value care but are estimated to
be effective only 10-20% of the time.9 For example, one trial found targeted clinical
education and reminders reduced low back pain imaging10 but this has never been
replicated. More research is needed into alternative approaches.
One alternative approach is the use of ‘nudges’ which take advantage of the cognitive biases
influencing clinicians’ habitual behaviour to make it more difficult to choose low-value options
while preserving their freedom to choose .11 Partition display nudges assume that people are
less likely to select items listed horizontally than those listed vertically, for example on a
computer screen.12 One recent randomised study found that embedding a partition display
nudge (listing low-value medication options horizontally rather than vertically) in a simulated
Electronic Health Record reduced the proportion of respondents choosing aggressive
antibiotic medications by 11.2% (43.7% in control group vs. 32.5% in partition display nudge
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group).12 Default option nudges exploit a well-documented cognitive bias towards preferring
the default choice option over those that require additional thought or action.13 There is
evidence from non-randomised and quasi-randomised experiments that positioning the
preferred choices as the default options in Electronic Health Record systems can influence
decision making about medicines 14-16 and tests.17 18
While there has been growing interest in the use of nudges to reduce low-value care,19-21
few randomised controlled trials have investigated the effectiveness of default option and
partition display nudges in a clinical context. We are aware of only one (previously
mentioned) randomised controlled trial12 of partition display nudges and none involving
default option nudges. The study of partition display nudges12 found that the nudges could
influence decisions about antibiotic medicines but did not examine effects on test ordering
behaviour e.g. ordering diagnostic imaging. Thus, it remains unclear whether partition
display or default option nudges can influence testing and treatment decisions in other
common conditions such as low back pain.
We aimed to determine whether the use of partition display and default option nudges in a
simulated clinical decision support display can reduce low-value clinical management
choices related to imaging and complex medicines for low back pain.

METHODS
Study design and participants
This was a double blind (participant and assessor), 2x2 factorial, parallel group randomised
trial. The trial was registered at the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry
(ACTRN12618000769280; trial protocol and statistical analysis plan available in full at
https://www.anzctr.org.au/Trial/Registration/TrialReview.aspx?id=375033&isReview=true).
Ethics approval was also obtained from Royal Prince Alfred Hospital Ethics Review
Committee (Approval number HREC/18/RPAH/138). No amendments to study protocol were
made after the enrolment of the first participant.
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Participants were qualified general practitioners aged 18 years and over located in Australia.
They were recruited by a market research company and informed in the recruitment email
that they would receive $40 to complete a 15-minute survey. The company relies on an
extensive database of general practitioners who are required to opt-in to their database and
therefore have already indicated a willingness to participate in online research. Recruitment
began on 21 May 2018 and halted on 4 June 2018.
Procedures and intervention
Participants completed four clinical vignettes of patients with low back pain. The vignettes
were developed by experienced clinicians and based on current guidance from international
clinical guidelines.22 23 The first two vignettes described a low back pain scenario paired with
six imaging options, while the last two vignettes described a low back pain scenario with six
medication options (see Supplementary File 1 for complete vignettes).
For each vignette, participants had to select at least one, and up to three, of the six options
provided. Each participant was randomised to one of four experimental conditions in the
presentation of these options across all vignettes:
1. All options displayed conventionally, that is, fully visible and listed vertically (No
nudge)
2. All options visible but three low-value options listed horizontally rather than vertically
(Partition display nudge)
3. Three guideline-concordant options visible on the initial view, with message stating
‘click to see more options’ below third option. Upon one click, low-value options fully
visible and listed vertically (Default option nudge)
4. Three guideline-concordant options visible on initial view, with message stating ‘click
to see more options’ below third option. Upon one click, low-value options fully visible
but listed horizontally (i.e. a Partition display nudge). (Double nudge i.e. Default
option nudge + Partition display nudge).
Figure 1 shows the visual appearance of the partition display nudge and default option
nudge on a computer screen. See Supplementary File 2 for computer screenshots showing
how the menu options were displayed to participants in each of the four experimental
conditions.
The 2x2 factorial design underlying this experiment is summarised in Supplementary File 3.
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Randomisation and blinding
The survey was hosted on the Qualtrics survey platform. Randomisation of each participant
to one of our four experimental conditions was conducted by the Qualtrics Block Randomizer
function set to ‘Evenly present elements’. This meant that the randomiser assigned each
new participant to those conditions with the lowest display counts using a random number
generator. Participants were blinded to the study hypothesis, and outcome assessors were
blinded to group allocation until study completion.
Primary and secondary outcome measures
The primary outcome measure was the proportion of scenarios where participants chose at
least one of the low-value options.
The secondary outcome measure was the likelihood participants would recommend each of
the six options using a Likert scale based on the following: ‘How likely would you be to
recommend each of the below options for this case? (1 = very unlikely and 5 = very likely)’.
This information was collected after participants had made their initial choice of management
option/s. Likert score questions were displayed conventionally (i.e. all options were visible
and listed vertically) without nudges.
Other measures and data collected
Information was also collected about participant characteristics, namely sex, practice
management software used, years of clinical experience, location of practice and estimated
percentage of working hours spent teaching or in academia. This demographic data was
collected before participants were allocated to the intervention.
To explore acceptability of the menu formats we planned to examine the intervention on
dropout rate; if drop-outs were disproportionately high in one intervention group we felt this
could indicate poor acceptability of the menu format.
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We also asked participants to complete a Cognitive Reflection Test at the end of the survey.
The Cognitive Reflection Test is designed to measure a person's tendency to override their
cognitive biases and engage in further reflection to find a correct answer.24 It is based on
three questions (for example, ‘A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more
than the ball. How much does the ball cost?’) and is measured on a 0 to 3 scale (0 = 0
questions answered correctly, 3 = all 3 questions answered correctly). A low test score
indicates that a person may be thinking ‘fast’ (i.e. more susceptible to cognitive biases). The
Cognitive Reflection Test has been validated as a measure of ‘reflective thinking.’ 24 25 We
defined a low test score as less than or equal to one (see Supplementary File 4 for
explanation of test and cutoff score).
Sample size
We based our initial sample size estimate on a single vignette per participant. We assumed
a conservative baseline rate of 0.45 (i.e., at least one low-value option chosen in 45% of
vignettes) in the no nudge group based on a study of general practitioner use of imaging and
medicines for low back pain at first consultation.7 With an allocation proportion of 0.5 to each
of the nudges (0.25 to each of the four experimental groups), we estimated a sample of 120
observations would provide 80% power at the 0.025 significance level (to account for
multiple comparisons) to detect a difference between no nudge and nudge groups of
approximately 25% due to exposure to either nudge. To obtain more reliable estimates and
gain additional power to detect smaller effects, each participant was exposed to four
vignettes. To account for the likelihood of correlated outcomes from participants completing
multiple vignettes, we utilised the sample size formula for clustered binomial outcomes
given in Lee and Dubin.26 Assuming that within-subject responses would follow a betabinomial distribution (with parameters a=0.5 and b=0.5), with 60 participants per cluster (480
observations in total), we estimated that we could detect between-group differences in the
proportion of vignettes where participants choose any low-value option as small as 15% to
test the main effect of either of the nudges with more than 80% power and an alpha of 0.025.
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We undertook a planned, blinded interim analysis after 20 participants had provided
complete responses to ensure sample size assumptions were reasonable.

Statistical plan
To determine the main effects of the default option and partition display nudges on the odds
of choosing low-value options we fitted a logistic regression model. The binary independent
variables were default option nudge (yes, no) and partition display nudge (yes, no). The
outcome variable for the primary model was defined as at least one low-value option
selected (yes, no). We specified ‘at least one low-value option selected’ (no) as the
reference category.
For our secondary outcome measure (the Likert score assigned to each option), to estimate
the effect of the intervention on the likelihood of recommending low-value options we fitted a
linear regression model. The binary independent variables were the same as those for the
primary outcome analysis above, but the outcome variable was the mean of the Likert
scores assigned to low-value options (continuous scale).
For both these models (for the primary and secondary outcomes), we used generalised
estimating equations (GEE) model to account for repeated (correlated) observations across
vignettes. To assess the robustness of our results we ran these models as a univariable
regression (i.e. with the default option nudge as the sole independent variable, omitting the
partition display nudge, and vice versa) and as a multivariable regression (with both nudges
included in the model). We also checked for the presence of interaction effects between
nudges. Our exploratory hypothesis was that if there was an interaction effect present, it
would be likely to be positive (i.e. combining the two nudges would be super-additive) rather
than negative.
All descriptive statistics for the statistical analysis were undertaken in Excel 2016 and all
regression models were undertaken in SPSS Statistics Version 24.
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RESULTS
We invited 183 GPs to participate. 120 GPs agreed to participate in the trial and provided
complete outcome responses (n=480 scenarios), a response rate of 65.6%. The full
participant flow is summarised in Figure 2. Demographic characteristics of the participants
are summarised in Table 1. Participants were predominantly male, practised in urban areas
and spent less than 15% of working hours teaching or in academia. The majority had
practised clinically for more than 20 years. None of the participants had fewer than 5 years’
experience. Participants mostly reported using MedicalDirector and Best Practice software.
The majority had a high Cognitive Reflection Test score (i.e. they were thinking ‘slow’)
meaning they were theoretically more likely to override their cognitive biases.
Table 1. Characteristics of participants
All

No nudge

Partition

Default

Double

participants

(n=30)

display

option

nudge

nudge

nudge

(n=29)

(n=31)

(n=30))

(n=120)

Gender
Male

86 (71.7%)

21 (70%)

21 (67.7%)

25 (83.3%)

19 (65.5%)

Female

34(28.3%)

9 (30%)

10 (32.3%)

5 (16.7%)

10 (34.5%)

Medical Director

55 (45.8%)

12 (40%)

16 (51.6%)

15 (50%)

12 (41.4%)

Best Practice

52 (43.3%)

15 (50%)

11 (35.5%)

10 (33.3%)

16 (55.2%)

Other

13 (10.8%)

3 (10%)

4 (12.9%)

5 (16.7%)

1 (3.4%)

0

0

0

0

0

Practice
Management
Software

Years of clinical
practice
<5
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5 to 10

4 (3.3%)

1 (3.3%)

0

1 (3.3%)

2 (6.9%)

11 to 15

22 (18.3%)

11 (36.7%)

3 (9.7%)

5 (16.7%)

3 (10.3%)

16 to 20

16 (13.3%)

3 (10.0%)

5 (16.1%)

4 (13.3%)

4 (13.8%)

>20

78 (65%)

15 (50.0%)

23 (74.2%)

20 (66.7%)

20 (69.0%)

Urban

107 (89.2%)

28 (93.3%)

28 (90.3%)

27 (90.0%)

24 (82.8%)

Rural

12 (10%)

1 (3.3%)

3 (9.7%)

3 (10.0%)

5 (17.2%)

Remote

1 (0.8%)

1 (3.3%)

0

0

0

0 to 15%

102 (85%)

26 (86.7%)

27 (87.1%)

28 (93.3%)

21 (72.4%)

16 to 25%

5 (4.2%)

1 (3.3%)

1 (3.2%)

1 (3.3%)

2 (6.9%)

26 to 50%

0

0

0

0

0

51 to 75%

0

0

0

0

0

More than 75%

13 (10.8%)

3 (10.0%)

3 (9.7%)

1 (3.3%)

6 (20.7%)

1.8

1.7

1.7

2.0

1.8

76 (63.3%)

16 (53.3%)

18 (58.1%)

23 (76.7%)

19 (65.5%)

44 (36.7%)

14 (46.7%)

13 (41.9%)

7 (23.3%)

10 (34.5%)

Location of
clinical practice

% of working
hours
teaching/academia

Cognitive
Reflection Test
Scores
Mean Cognitive
Reflection Test
score (0 to 3)
High Cognitive
Reflection Test
score (%)
Low Cognitive
Reflection Test
score (%)
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Primary outcome measure
Participants in the conventional display (no nudge) condition chose at least one low-value
option in 42.5% of scenarios. The proportion of scenarios where participants chose at least
one low-value option was lower in the default option nudge and double nudge conditions
than for those allocated to the no nudge and partition display nudge conditions (Figure 3).
The proportion of scenarios where participants chose at least one low-value option for the
default option and double nudge (which included the default option nudge) condition groups
were similar (30% for the default option nudge and 31% for the double nudge). The default
option nudge effects appeared to apply to both imaging and medication vignettes
(Supplementary file 5).
Our multivariable logistic regression model estimated that the partition display nudge had no
effect on choice of low-value care (odds ratio [OR] 1.08, 95% CI 0·72 to 1.64; p=0.7).
Participants exposed to the default option nudge condition were 44% less likely to choose at
least one low-value option (odds ratio [OR] 0.56, 95% CI 0·37 to 0.85; p=0·006) compared to
those not exposed to the default option nudge. Results were robust to whether the effects of
nudges were tested in univariable (single nudge) or multivariable (account for both nudges)
models. There was no statistically significant interaction effect (odds ratio [OR] 0.94, 95% CI
0·41 to 2.15; p=0·89).
Secondary outcome measure
Mean Likert scores (1 = very unlikely to recommend and 5 = very likely to recommend) for
the three low-value choices were 2.27 (95% CI 2.07 to 2.47) for participants in the partition
display nudge condition and 2.17 (95% CI 1.92 to 2.42) for participants in the default option
nudge condition compared to 2.34 (95% CI 2.18 to 2.5) for participants in the no nudge
condition. Mean Likert scores for the three guideline concordant choices were 2.78 (95% CI
2.56 to 3.01) for participants in the partition display nudge condition and 3.01 (95% 2.84 to
3.18) for participants in the default option nudge condition compared to 2.72 (95% CI 2.56 to
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2.87) for participants in the no nudge condition. Our linear regression model did not find any
statistically significant effect of the partition display nudge (-0.12, 95% CI -0.36 to 0.12;
p=0·33) or the default option nudge (-0.23, 95% CI -0.47 to 0.02; p=0·07) on the secondary
outcome measure. Results were robust to whether the effects of nudges were examined in
univariable (single nudge) or multivariable (account for both nudges) models. There was no
statistically significant interaction effect (-0.11, 95% CI -0.6 to 0.37; p=0·65).
Other exploratory hypotheses
Because post-randomisation drop-outs were negligible (there were a total of three
incompletely answered surveys) we did not proceed with the planned analysis of the effect of
the interventions on drop-out rate.
Table 2. Cognitive characteristics of participants selecting low-value options in default option
nudge vs no default option nudge conditions
Default option

No default option nudge

nudge (n=59)

(n=61)

% of scenarios where

% of scenarios where low-

low-value options

value options selected

selected
All participants
Participants with low Cognitive

30.5

43.9

25

44.4

32.7

43.4

Reflection Test score (thinking ‘fast’)

Participants with high Cognitive
Reflection Test score (thinking ‘slow’)

We hypothesised that participants with low Cognitive Reflection Test scores (i.e. those who
were thinking ‘fast’) would be more susceptible to nudges than participants with high test
scores. Table 2 shows that in those allocated to a default option condition, the effect of the
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default option nudge appeared to be higher for those with low Cognitive Reflection Test
scores (in 25% of scenarios at least one low-value option was chosen) compared to those
with a high Cognitive Reflection Test score (in 32.7% of scenarios at least one low-value
option was chosen). The majority (71.6%) of participants exposed to the default option
nudge condition ‘clicked through’ to see the non-default options in all vignettes.

DISCUSSION
Embedding a default option nudge in a simulated electronic decision support display–where
high-value options were presented as the default options and low-value options were
revealed only after clicking for more–reduced the odds of general practitioners selecting lowvalue care by 44%. Embedding a partition display nudge had no effect on the odds of
choosing low-value options. Combining default option and partition display nudges in the
decision support had no additional effect on the odds of choosing low-value options.
Comparison to other research findings
Three non-randomised studies14 15 16 have found that use of a default option nudge in
Electronic Health Record systems where generic medications were presented as default
options increased the odds these medications would be prescribed in outpatient and primary
care clinical settings. One non-randomised study and a quasi-randomised study found that
embedding default option nudges in electronic order sets could influence test ordering
behaviour. Munigala17 found that removing urine tests other than the default test from the
'frequently ordered' window of the emergency department electronic order set decreased
ordering of urine cultures. Leis18 found that whether or not a test was included as part of a
standard admission order set strongly influenced whether the test was ordered at all even if
there was no explicit prohibition on ordering it.. Our study adds important data to this
literature; it is the only randomised controlled trial that we are aware of to study the use of
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default option nudges in a clinical context, albeit through the use of vignettes. It provides
further robust evidence of the impact of default option nudges on prescribing of medicines
and suggests these effects could extend to test ordering behaviour.
Importantly, our study failed to replicate the findings of Tannenbaum et al (2017)12 who
found partition display nudges could reduce low value clinical decision making about
antibiotics.12 We were surprised by this finding, given the similarities between our
methodology and that of Tannenbaum et al.12 Both studies used a randomised factorial
design, and vignettes where physicians had to decide between aggressive/complex
medicines and simple medicines.
However, there were also important differences between our study and Tannenbaum’s.12
Their study was focused on decisions about antibiotics whereas ours were about
management of low back pain. It remains possible that partition display nudges are more
effective for some clinical management decisions than others. For example, these nudges
may be more effective when tested in contexts where providers do not hold strong
preconceived notions about the importance of a given test or treatment. In Tannenbaum’s
study12, where the focus was on use of antibiotics, providers may have had fewer
preconceived notions regarding specific antibiotic types. Clinicians assessing patients with
low back pain, on the other hand, may believe imaging is a valuable test, and be committed
to a treatment plan that includes diagnostic workup. This could make them less susceptible
to the effect of partition display nudges when provided with vignettes about low back pain.
Curiously the physician sample in Tannenbaum’s study were mostly academic. In our study
85% spent less than 15% of working hours teaching or in academia. It is unclear whether
time spent in academia could influence susceptibility to nudges. A final difference between
the two studies is that the low-value options grouped by Tannenbaum under a partition
display nudge formed clearly discrete clinical categories e.g. broad spectrum (as opposed to
narrow spectrum) antibiotics and prescription (as opposed to over the counter) drugs. By
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contrast, the low-value options grouped under the partition display nudges in our study
comprised a more heterogenous set of choices.

Strengths, weaknesses and clinical implications
Key strengths of our study are the randomised, factorial design to provide evidence on the
effects of two nudges. We pre-registered our trial protocol and conducted all procedures and
analyses as planned. Our analysis was adequately powered and based on 480 patient
scenarios. We used planned statistical techniques to ensure that repeated measures from
the same participant were accounted for. Our vignettes were developed by experienced
clinicians to ensure that our scenarios and management options questions were realistic.
The management options provided in the vignettes reflected the current best evidence and
clinical practice pathways in our geographical area.22 23 27 Another strength is the application
of nudges to diagnostic imaging decisions. Given the cost of these tests and the prevalence
of low back pain, using default option nudges to reduce unnecessary imaging has the
potential for substantial cost savings if shown to be effective in a real-world setting.
This study provides insights on the importance of the ‘timing’ of nudges and their interaction
with the psychology of practitioners being nudged. In particular, we found that (i) nudges did
not have an effect on measures of low-value decision making collected shortly after
exposure; (ii) participants with a low Cognitive Reflection Test score (who therefore think
‘fast’) may be more susceptible to a default option nudge. These findings suggest that
nudges may be most effective in situations where thinking ‘slow’ is difficult or discouraged.
They also raise the question of when it is most effective to introduce a nudge during a GP
consultation with patients, as there is a possibility that the nudge may wear off after a
lengthy conversation with the patient.
This study also has limitations. It is reasonable to ask whether findings from hypothetical
vignettes can be fully indicative of clinicians’ behaviour in a ‘real world’ setting. Nonetheless,
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vignette-based studies are widely used and accepted in research into medical choices.28 29
There may be important differences between our sample and the broader Australian GP
population e.g. our sample had a lower share of early career physicians compared to the
Australian sample. 30 However, it is unclear whether this means the nudges would be more
or less effective in a more representative GP sample.
An important limitation of the current study is that it does not directly reflect current GP
interaction with existing Electronic Health Record systems. For example, current practice
management software systems use drop down menus and predictive texts to locate tests
and treatments. However, as software systems and decision support tools evolve, there may
be scope for our results to inform how management choices are presented on screen.
Default option nudges are not necessarily limited to the specific format or clinical
management choices we used in this study and could be implemented in new ways as these
systems and tools evolve.
Moreover, while it may not necessarily reflect current workflow we believe there are
important reasons to consider the results of nudging studies such as this one. First, despite
being a potentially powerful tool for enhancing the safety, quality and effectiveness of
healthcare without compromising clinician autonomy,19 21 clinician nudges are still relatively
understudied. Second, there is uncertainty around the specific contexts in which these
nudges are most effective and the myriad factors which may modify these effects.31 32 We
believe the evidence base for quality improvement interventions would benefit from an
inventory of well-researched examples of nudging in different contexts. These would include
the target (e.g. medications, pathology tests, imaging tests), desired actions (avoiding
something unnecessary versus doing something recommended), the urgency of the clinical
situation, the degree to which patients are involved in decision-making, and so on. The
insights that such a research programme can provide into nudge principles will benefit the
design of future clinical decision aids, such as Electronic Health Record systems, electronic
order sets and hand-held apps.
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CONCLUSION
Clinical mismanagement of low back pain is an international problem. Traditional educationbased approaches to quality improvement have had limited effectiveness in changing
clinician behaviour. Our study suggests that embedding a default option nudge into clinical
decision support tools can reduce the choice of low-value care options for low back pain.
This has the potential to significantly improve patient care while preserving autonomous
clinical decision-making.
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LEGENDS
Figure 1. Visual appearance of the partition display nudge (i) and default option nudge (ii) on a
computer screen.
The partition display nudge (i) displayed the three guideline concordant options first in a vertical list,
and then displayed the low value options in a horizontal list. The default option nudge (ii) displayed
the three guideline concordant options first in a vertical list, followed by a message stating ‘click to see
more options’ below third option. Upon one click, the low-value options were made fully visible in a
vertical list.
Figure 2. Participant study flow
Figure 3. Proportion of scenarios where at least one low-value option was selected
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